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Welcome
The Stockholm Node

• 9 Nodes located in Europe

• **Kista Science City**, the “Silicon Valley” of Stockholm, the largest ICT cluster in Europe
The Co-location Centre

- EIT Digital Stockholm Node
- EIT Digital Master School head office
- Home base of EIT Digital Master School Students
- Soft-landing for startups and scaleups
Stockholm Node – "Staff"

Göran Olofsson
Node Director

Loredana Sundberg
Cerrato
CLC Manager

Joanna Leksell
Administrator

Peter Strempel
Communications Lead

Fredrik Hånell
Business Developer
Access to Market

Peter Gullander
Business Developer
Access to Finance
CLC assistant and Inicio People

Mariam Beydoun
Student - Environmental Engineering

Konstantina Pantagaki
Student - Human-Computer Interaction

Yiwen Lu
Student - Media Technology
The CLC premises

**Europe room**
Open area - 70 seats

**London room**
Open area - 30 seats

**Stockholm room**
Video café – Connects Stockholm to Europe

**Helsinki room**
Meeting room - 14 seats

**Berlin room**
Meeting room - 10 seats

**Budapest room**
Meeting room – 4-6 seats

**Eindhoven room**
soft landing

---
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Practicalities

- Book a time for the CLC tour and intro
- Read and sign the agreement
- Get access
- Take a pic
- Enjoy the CLC
Be kind - Be tidy - Be responsible
Students’ initiative welcome

“Lots of people never use their initiative because no one told them to.”
-Banksy

SUPPORT
What’s on

• 27 September at 15:30
  Anne Håkansson Professor in Computer Science at Tromso University

  *Artificial Intelligence - Use or Threat? What applications are available?*

  Invitation is coming soon and to attend you need to register

• Students’ challenge
  • Details to come
  • Final mid December with Xmas Mingle

• Seminars, talks and much more...
• Innovation Day 28 November
Collaboration and opportunities

• Inicio

• AI Stockholm
Contact information:

Node Administration and CLC Operations:
stockholm@eitdigital.eu

Master School Office:
masterschool@eitdigital.eu

Keep up with the latest on: @EIT Digital